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Orientation transitions during the growth of imine
covalent organic framework thin films†
H. Wang,‡abc B. He,‡bd F. Liu,d C. Stevens,bf M. A. Brady,be S. Cai,g C. Wang,e
T. P. Russell, cdhi T.-W. Tan*a and Y. Liu *bd
Oriented growth of thin films of covalent organic frameworks (COFs) has attracted significant interest as
the anisotropically aligned channels provide ideal nanoscopic domains that can facilitate mass transport
or charge percolation. Despite some experimental progress in achieving oriented COF thin films, little
is known about the kinetics and thermodynamics associated with the orientation or control over
the solution-based growth process. We performed a systematic study of the thin film growth of an
imine-based COF as a function of concentration and growth time. Grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray
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scattering (GIWAXS) was used to reveal the orientation and evolution of crystallization within the thin

DOI: 10.1039/c7tc01324h

reoriented state was discovered, which correlates with the kinetics associated with independent surfaceand solution-based nucleation and growth processes, as well as reorganization of disoriented COF

rsc.li/materials-c

crystallites.

films at sequential growth stages. An unusual re-entrant transition from an oriented to disoriented to

Covalent organic frameworks (COFs)1 are a class of microcrystalline
materials that have attracted great interest for their appealing
structural features, such as light weight, high porosity and surface
area and diverse chemical compositions.2 Taking advantage of the
periodicity endowed by the framework structure, incorporation
of functional units into two-dimensional (2D) COFs can create
well-defined interfaces between interpenetrating units, while
maintaining high anisotropy, rendering 2D COFs a desirable
architecture for infiltration of guest molecules,3 and for charge
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separation and transport4 when electroactive building blocks are
used. Despite the fact that great strides have been made in the
synthesis of powdery crystalline COFs, simple methods that
enable the fabrication of COFs into oriented thin film forms
are much needed, which are of technological relevance to
leverage their properties for applications, including photovoltaics,
sensors, and sorption membranes. Successes have been demonstrated in obtaining exfoliated films from COF crystallites, yet the
domain size, thickness and surface coverage of the layers are
less than optimal.5 Attempts to deposit COF thin films using
vapor-phase reactants have also shown limited success, resulting
in films with poor coverage and large domain boundaries.6 While
a solution-based process is more desirable, solution-casting
techniques typically used for linear polymers are not useful,
since the COF layers are not soluble after crosslinking. As
crystalline COF formation relies on thermodynamically controlled chemical reactions, usually requiring the participation
of solvents, and is sometimes surface-dependent,7 solution
processes based on surface growth mechanisms are ideal where
COFs are formed and deposited onto substrates from the
solution of reaction precursors. Achieving control over the
orientation, though, has been a long-standing challenge.8 Dichtel
and coworkers pioneered the oriented growth of boronate COF
thin films on substrate-supported single layer graphene9
in which favorable p–p stacking interactions between singlelayered graphene and the COF layer were used to template the
face-on growth of COFs. Bein and coworkers reported the facile
formation of oriented thin films of large-pore boronate COFs
on different substrates, and showed rapid formation upon
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solvent annealing.3,10 Recently the growth of boronate COF thin
films was demonstrated under continuous flow conditions.11
Oriented thin films of imine-based COFs could also be grown
from conductive substrates where the preferred orientation led
to COFs with high conductivity,4d improved photoresponse
speed,12 enhanced energy storage properties,13 and high catalytic
activity for aqueous electrochemical CO2 reduction.4f While COF
thin films have shown great promise, they are far from ideal in
terms of orientation and domain size control, which calls for a
systematic study to outline the key parameters governing COF thin
film growth kinetics and anisotropic layering. In this article, we
have investigated the growth of a pristine imine COF, COF-LZU1,
that was first developed by Wang and coworkers,14 by following the
thin film crystallinity as a function of growth time, concentration,
and substrate. Insights into the growth mechanism were obtained
from detailed structural information using grazing incidence
wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS), which uncovered a
re-entrant orientation transition from the oriented to disoriented
to reoriented state during the growth.

Results and discussion
COF thin film growth on diﬀerent surfaces
The reaction conditions for making COF-LZU1 thin films are
similar to those reported for the bulk synthesis of the same
COF,14 except that substrates were introduced face down on a
support rack and immersed in the reaction mixture, and the
concentrations and reaction times were varied when needed
(Fig. S1a in the ESI†). In a typical reaction setup, pretreated
substrates (up to four) are placed in a reaction vessel that contains
a degassed mixture of 1,4-diaminobenzene (DAB, 32 mg) and
1,3,5-triformylbenzene (TFB, 32 mg) (molar ratio 3 : 2) in dioxane/
aqueous acetic acid (3 M) (v/v 5 : 1). A customized Teflon rack with
four parallel slots is used to support up to four substrates at each
time for one reaction (Fig. S1b, ESI†). The sealed reaction vessel
was then placed in an oven and kept at 120 1C. The substrates
retrieved from the reaction mixtures were rinsed thoroughly with
acetone, DMF, and THF, and were dried at 120 1C under vacuum
overnight. The above concentration was arbitrarily defined as
1-fold. Other concentrations at 0.5-, 1.5-, 2-, 2.5-, 3- and 5-fold
were also employed. Glass and silicon substrates were cleaned by
successive sonication in the baths of detergent solution, DI water,
isopropanol, toluene and acetone. After drying under a N2
stream, the substrates were further treated with UV–ozone
for 10 min and used immediately for surface modification
with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) or directly for COF thin
film growth. (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) and octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) modified substrates were obtained
after immersing the ozone-cleaned silicon substrates in respective toluene solutions overnight.15 The Si substrates with native
silicon oxide, APTES SAM, and OTS SAM are denoted as Si–SiO2,
Si–APTES, and Si–OTS, respectively (Fig. S1c, ESI†).
Continuous thin films were grown on all three diﬀerently
functionalized Si substrates with good coverage after reacting the
1-fold mixture for 48 hours, as shown by SEM images (Fig. S2, ESI†).
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Fig. 1 (a) Molecular structure of a repeating unit of COF-LZU1. (b) Inplane hexagonal network structure of COF-LZU1. (c) Cartoon illustration of
the oriented 2D COF thin films on surfaces. (d) A typical GIWAXS pattern of
COF thin films grown from Si–APTES substrate. (e) NEXAFS spectra of COF
thin films grown on Si–APTES at 201 incidence with s (red curve) and
p (blue curve) polarization of the electric field.

Further information about the internal order and orientation
preferences in COF thin films was obtained from 2D GIWAXS
measurement. The corresponding GIWAXS patterns (Fig. 1d and
Fig. S1d–f, ESI†) showed very strong, distinctive in-plane and out-ofplane reflections in all of the thin films, suggesting a high degree of
orientation. The appearance of higher order in-plane diffraction
peaks is strong evidence of the high degree of internal order within
the 2D COF layers. The scattering intensity variation normal to the
film surface along the vertical direction, indicative of an out-ofplane cofacial stacking of the framework’s conjugation planes,
supports the formation of oriented COF crystallites (Fig. 1c). The
locations of the sharp reflections seen in the in-plane line scans
agree well with the expected 2D structure from the hexagonal imine
COF-LZU1 (Fig. S3, ESI†), further confirming the formation of
periodic 2D COF layers on the substrate surface. Line scans in
the out-of-plane direction show a reflection corresponding to a
d-spacing of approximately 0.35 nm, arising from the interlayer
p–p stacking of the COF layers normal to the film surface. The
preferential stacking orientation of COFs normal to the substrate was also confirmed by near edge X-ray absorption fine
spectroscopy (NEXAFS) (Fig. 1e) where the total electron yield
(TEY) profiles (corresponding to the top B10 nm of the grown
film) show an intense absorption peak at 285 eV, arising from
the electronic transition from the 1s shell to the p* antibonding
orbital for sp2 carbon–carbon double bonds. The peak intensity
is maximum when the electric field (E) of the incident X-ray is
nearly normal to the substrate and minimum when E is parallel
to the substrate. Concurrently, the peak corresponding to the
s* orbital of the C–C bond shows the opposite angulardependence. These results are consistent with the orthogonal
orientation of surface p* and s* orbitals, which are aligned normal
and parallel to the substrate, respectively. Additional transmission
electron microscope (TEM) studies indicated the layered stacking of
the COFs, however the in-plane hexagonal structures could not be
resolved, possibly due to the instability of the pore structure under
electron beam irradiation (Fig. S4, ESI†).
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While COF thin films can be grown eﬀectively on all three
diﬀerent substrates and show similar orientations, further
analysis of the GIWAXS patterns shows that their azimuthal
distribution of the out-of-plane diﬀraction peaks is diﬀerent,
with those grown from the Si–APTES substrates showing the
narrowest distribution and those from Si–SiO2 showing the
broadest (Fig. S1d–f, ESI†). It suggests that the amineterminated APTES SAM is the most effective in directing the
oriented growth of COF thin films, presumably due to a higher
concentration of reactive surface amine groups that take part in
COF formation, and is thus chosen for the subsequent studies
unless otherwise noted.
Concentration- and time-dependence
Diﬀerent films on Si–APTES substrates were obtained after
48 hours of reaction based on 0.5-, 1-, 1.5-, 2-, 2.5-, and 3-fold
starting material concentrations. The film thickness measured
by both cross-section scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
(Fig. S5, ESI†) and surface profilometry revealed a monotonic
increase of film thickness with respect to concentration except
at a concentration below 1-fold (Fig. 2h). GIWAXS studies show that
the thin film grown from 0.5-fold concentration is amorphous, as
evidenced from the amorphous scattering halo at q B 1.5 A 1
(Fig. 2a), corresponding to a d-spacing of 4.2 Å. This is consistent
with the deposition of amorphous aromatic oligomers on the
surface. For films grown at higher concentrations, both in-plane
and out-of-plane diffraction peaks are clearly visible by GIWAXS
(Fig. 2b–g). Notably for these thin films grown from concentrations
between 2- and 3-fold, an azimuthally independent scattering
peak is seen along with a strong in-plane (100) scattering peak,
indicating the coexistence of both ‘‘face-on’’ oriented and
randomly oriented crystallites. While the appearance of disoriented
crystallites seems to correlate with higher concentrations, the films
grown at 5-fold concentration show only signs of ‘‘face-on’’ orientation, as indicated by the absence of the ring-shaped scattering peak
in the GIWAXS pattern (Fig. 2g). It should also be noted that at
5-fold concentration, the deposition of amorphous contents is

Fig. 2 GIWAXS patterns of thin films grown from diﬀerent concentrations
after 48 hours. (a) 0.5-fold, (b) 1-fold, (c) 1.5-fold, (d) 2-fold, (e) 2.5-fold,
(f) 3-fold, (g) 5-fold. (h) Thickness of thin films plotted against diﬀerent
starting concentrations.
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more pronounced compared to the lower concentration samples,
as evidence by the stronger 1.5 A 1 amorphous scattering halo in
the diffraction profile. The concentration-dependent formation
of the disoriented phase raises the question as to whether it
represents a kinetically transient, metastable phase.
To gain more insights into the kinetics of the thin film
growth, ex situ time-dependent studies were performed for two
concentration series at 1.5-fold and 5-fold. For each concentration series, up to 10 reaction vessels containing identical
solutions of COF precursors and Si–APTES substrates were
allowed to react in parallel under identical conditions. The
substrates were taken out of the reaction vessels at different
time intervals and characterized following usual treatment.
At both concentrations, the film thicknesses increase monotonically with time despite the notably diﬀerent rates (Fig. 3
and 4). The film thickness from 5-fold reactions increases
significantly faster than those from the 1.5-fold ones, with the
former reaching a thickness of 423 nm within 24 hours and the
latter reaching 163 nm after 84 hours. GIWAXS studies were
used to investigate the evolution of crystallinity in these thin
films at diﬀerent stages of the film deposition process. In
particular, the combined analysis of the 2D scattering patterns,
peak positions and peak widths at full width half maximum
(FWHM) gave comprehensive information about crystal structures, periodicity, and crystallite sizes.16 For the 5-fold reaction
mixture, the strong out-of-plane GIWAXS peak was already
developed during the first hour, concurrent with relatively weak
in-plane peaks, suggesting that the COF thin films are quickly
formed with a preferential coplanar orientation (Fig. 3). Both
out-of-plane and in-plane peaks intensify at longer reaction
times. Scattering rings at the (100) peak position, in addition to
the in-plane (100) rods normal to the film surface emerged in
three hours (Fig. 3b), indicate the coexistence of both oriented
and disoriented polycrystalline phases in the thin film. The
scattering rings gradually decreased in intensity over time and
completely disappeared at t = 24 hours (Fig. 3c–f), confirming

Fig. 3 GIWAXS patterns of thin films grown from 5-fold solutions at
diﬀerent times. (a) 1 hour, (b) 3 hours, (c) 5 hours, (d) 8 hours, (e) 12 hours,
(f) 24 hours, (g) 36 hours, (h) 48 hours. (i) The plot of film thickness as a
function of reaction time.
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Fig. 5 Time-dependent evolution of crystalline features of COF thin films
grown from 1.5-fold reactions. Stacked plots of in-plane and out-of-plane
linecuts of GIWAXS profiles at diﬀerent times are shown in (a) and (b),
respectively. (c) Out-of-plane and (d) in-plane d-spacings (red spheres)
and crystal sizes (blue spheres) against reaction time.
Fig. 4 GIWAXS patterns of thin films grown from 1.5-fold solutions
at diﬀerent times. (a) 12 hours, (b) 24 hours, (c) 36 hours, (d) 48 hours,
(e) 60 hours, (f) 72 hours, (g) 84 hours. (h) The plot of film thickness as a
function of reaction time.

the metastability of the disoriented crystallites. This transient
disoriented phase was also observed during COF thin film
growth in the 1.5-fold reaction series, albeit following a much
slower kinetic process. As shown in Fig. 4, the film grown after
12 hours showed evidence of a preferential vertical p–p stacking
arrangement but remained largely disordered with no lateral
ordering. Thin films with good in-plane ordering and orientation became more visible after 36 hours, and, after 60 hours,
the disoriented intermediate phase was observed, which disappeared after 72 hours. Similar re-entrant orientation behavior transitions are observed in two separate growth series
using native Si–SiO2 substrates at 1.5-fold and 5-fold concentrations, suggesting that these are intrinsic processes during
COF thin film growth and are not dependent on substrates or
concentration (Fig. S6 and S7, ESI†).
The evolution of crystallinity and the metastable disoriented
phase are more evident from the stacks of in-plane and out-ofplane line cuts (Fig. 5 and Fig. S8, ESI†). Taking the 1.5-fold
thin film as an example, the growing intensities as a function of
reaction time in both dimensions with respect to the film plane
support increasing crystallinity in the thin films. A broad peak
at q = 1.5 Å 1 is observed in all of the thin films in both the
in-plane and out-of-plane line cuts, which is attributed to
amorphous contents co-deposited on the surface. The transient
sharp peak at q = 3.3 Å 1 originates from the (100) reflection of
randomly oriented COF crystallites, a peak only observed
in-plane for well oriented samples. The out-of-plane d-spacing
from p–p stacking varies from an initial 3.8 Å formed within the
first 24 hours to 3.5 Å in films developed after 36 hours (Fig. 5c),
in accordance with a tighter interlayer packing in thicker films
and improved ordering as the reaction proceeds. The crystal
coherence length in the p–p stacking direction, calculated using
the Scherrer equation,17 showed relatively small crystallite sizes
that continuously increased over time and reached 17 Å after
84 hours, which corresponds to approximately six COF layers.
The in-plane d-spacings remain nearly constant during the thin

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017

film growth (Fig. 5d), in keeping with the stable inner layer
structure. The in-plane correlation length is 200 Å  30 Å for the
range of growth times, which is similar to the domain sizes
observed by SEM studies (Fig. S9, ESI†). This agreement demonstrates that the domains observed in SEM are in fact crystalline
grains of COF-LZU1.
The origin of the re-entrant transition
Ostwald’s ‘‘Rule of Stages’’ states that crystal formation must
occur through a series of intermediate crystallographic phases
prior to the formation of the final thermodynamically stable
structure,18 which was previously observed in the formation of
hollow COF spheres.19 While this could explain the transition
from the disoriented phase to the oriented one, the initial
ordered-to-disoriented transition departs from the Ostwald step
rules. Hypothesized processes for the observed transitions are
shown in Fig. 6. The initially ordered phase originates with the
surface-initiated film growth process that starts with the
adsorption of the precursor molecules on the substrate surface.
In the classical picture of nucleation, the presence of a surface
results in reduced interfacial energy and lower thermodynamic
barrier to nucleation, and in turn leads to kinetically faster
surface nucleation than the solution-based homogeneous
one (Fig. 6a).20 The subsequent crosslinking reaction of the
adsorbed precursor molecules with either the free molecules in
solution or those co-adsorbed on the surface leads to the lateral
growth of the initial surface layer (Fig. 6b). The appearance of
amorphous films during the first 12 hours of the 1.5-fold thin
film growth (Fig. 4a) indicates the formation of an initial
amorphous phase, which transforms into a more crystalline
phase at later reaction times (Fig. 4b–d). This is consistent with
previous observations of amorphous-to-crystalline phase transformations during solution-based imine COF formation, which
were attributed to the reversible nature of the dynamic imine
bond by Dichtel21 and Zhao22 and coworkers. It should also be
noted that the progressive pattern changes from Fig. 4a to d
indicate the lack of any randomly oriented intermediate COF
crystallites, suggesting that the amorphous phase can directly
develop into oriented phases without the development of any
random layer of COF crystallites, possibly through a combination
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the growth, which is important for the orientation of framework
pores in the final thin films. Accordingly, the GIWAXS patterns
shown in Fig. 2 could be well understood and represent COF thin
films at four differently equilibrated stages: amorphous (0.5-fold),
initially oriented (1- and 1.5-fold), intermediately disoriented
(2–3-fold), and equilibrated and oriented (5-fold).

Conclusions

Fig. 6 Illustration of the diﬀerent film growth stages. (a) Surface adsorption of precursor molecules and nucleation. (b) Surface layer growth.
(c) Solution crystallite growth and deposition on top of previous surface
layers. (d) Reorientation of solution deposited crystallite layers and further
growth. The green double-headed arrows indicate reactions between
diﬀerent species.

of partial re-dissolution and templated layer growth. Accompanying
the horizontal, in-plane growth of surface layers, further adsorption
of aromatic precursors on the newly formed layers, presumably
facilitated by favorable p–p interactions, could occur to promote
out-of-plane growth of atop 2D layers in a templated fashion. A
clear orientation preference of this p–p stacking in the surface
normal direction is maintained in the resulting COF crystallites,
while the domain size is determined by the different growth rates
in the in-plane and out-of-plane directions. The stronger out-ofplane signal indicates a faster growth rate in the p-stacking
direction, which negatively impacts the lateral growth to yield
crystallites with limited domain sizes. This is consistent with the
observations in boronate COF thin films3 and powders grown
under hydrothermal conditions.23 The appearance of the randomly
oriented COFs in the thin film strongly suggests processes other
than the amorphous-to-crystalline transition within thin films, and
is attributed to the deposition of solution grown crystallites,
which are formed from a separate solution-based homogeneous
nucleation and growth process (Fig. 6c). The decreasing lateral
and increasing vertical correlation lengths of crystallites, as seen
in the GIWAXS profiles in Fig. 5c and d, are also consistent with
the formation of crystallites by a non-templated solution growth
where vertical growth is dominant and occurs by adsorption of
solution-grown crystallites onto the existing surface layers. In the
film maturation stage (Fig. 6d), in addition to the formation
of new top layers, rearrangement of misaligned crystallites
occurs as a result of cooperative effects from (1) reversible bond
breaking and formation under hydrothermal conditions and
(2) the templating effect from the underlying surface layers that
reinforce stacking along the surface normal. The absence of the
disoriented phase in the final thin films suggests that the growth
process is very adaptive and is able to reinstate a high degree
of orientation after the solution deposition. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first experimental observation of a
re-entrant transition in the orientation of COF thin films during

5094 | J. Mater. Chem. C, 2017, 5, 5090--5095

We have conducted a systematic study on the mechanism of
thin film growth of a prototypical imine COF on modified
silicon substrates. 2D GIWAXS studies provide strong evidence
for the two-dimensionally oriented growth of 2D COF thin films
with an anisotropic ‘‘face-on’’ arrangement. Both ex situ
concentration- and time-dependent studies have uncovered
an unusual re-entrant transition in the orientation during the
COF thin film growth. The appearance of a disoriented phase is
correlated with a kinetically-delayed, solution-based COF
growth process. The first appearance of the oriented phase at
the earlier stage of growth and the disappearance of the
disoriented phase at a later stage suggest a strong interfaceinitiated templating eﬀect that benefits from the reversibility of
the crosslinking chemistry. This is the first experimental
observation that a disoriented phase, in addition to disordered
phases, occurs as an intermediate state during the thin film
growth of COFs. More importantly, the reversibility of the imine
bond allows kinetically grown and misorientedly attached COF
layers to undergo error-checking and self-correction to reinstate
vertical orientation to the substrate. It is plausible to use
concentrations and reaction time as eﬀective handles to
address certain crystalline phases in a COF thin film. It should
be noted that the domain sizes of crystallites grown under the
conditions studied are limited to B20–30 nm as a result of the
competition between in-plane and out-of-plane growth processes. Further optimization of COF thin film growth conditions is desired to minimize the inferior domain boundaries.24
Nevertheless, the successful fabrication of highly oriented thin
films from a combination of interfaces and dynamic covalent
chemistry validates an important step towards the integration
of 2D COF thin films as electroactive materials for next generation optoelectronic devices. The optimization and integration of such oriented films for field effect charge transport
measurement are currently ongoing.
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